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Today we are blazing the rails of technology
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What will future look like?
We live in the greatest epic of innovation ever
Change is accelerating
Climate Change is accelerating
Europe is seeking its identity
We need more speed.
We need more speed.  
We need more scale.
We need more **speed**.
We need more **scale**.
We need...
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We need more scale.
We need...

A paradigm shift
Europe needs Systemic Innovation
Europe needs Systemic Change
Clusters can catalyse change at speed and scale.
European Clusters
From clusters-as-usual to clusters unusual
Clusters of Change
7 STEPPING STONES OF Clusters of Change
INNOVATION-DRIVEN ECOSYSTEMS
INTER-CONNECTED
CROSS-SECTORAL
MISSION-ORIENTED
RESKILLING & UPSKILLING
SDG-DRIVEN
7 STEPPING STONES OF Clusters of Change
Let’s not miss this speed of change!

#CLUSTERSOFCHANGE